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1. INTRODUCTION 
Expected values of mean squares from the following experiment designs are considered here: 
i) split plot experiment design, Table 1; 
ii) resolvable incomplete block design for v = k2 treatments in incomplete blocks of size k with r 
replicates, Table 2; 
iii) resolvable incomplete block experiment design for v = bk treatments in b incomplete blocks 
of size k in each of r replicates, Table 3; 
iv) incomplete block or lattice square experiment design with v = k2 treatments in incomplete 
blocks of size k in r replicates with differential trends or gradients in each incomplete block, 
Table 4; 
v) lattice square experiment design with v = k2 treatments in each replicate, Table 5. 
2. SPLIT-PLOT EXPERIMENT DESIGN 
To illustrate the program, Table 1, for obtaining expected values of mean squares in an analysis 
of variance, ANOVA, we use a classical split-plot design where the w whole plot treatments are in a 
randomized complete block experiment design, RCBED, and the s split plots are randomly allotted to 
the split-plot experimental units within each whole plot. The ANOV A for whole plots is the standard 
RCBED one for the response model 
(2.1) 
where pis a general mean effect, Pg is the effect of the gth replicate, g = 1, · · ·, r, 'h is the effect of the 
hth whole plot treatment, h=l,···,w, bgh is a random error effect distributed with mean zero and 
variance cr~, ai is the effect of the i1h split-plot treatment, i = 1. · · ·, s, ar hi is the interaction effect of 
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the hth whole plot and ith split-plot treatments, and cghi is a random error effect distributed with 
mean zero and variance IT; . 
used: 
For the program in Table 1, the following notations and functions from MATHEMATICA were 
r=2 -- assigning value 2 tor (number of replicates), the single"=" sign denotes assignment. 
; -- the semicolon at the end of each command suppresses output printing of that command. 
Array(Y, {r, w, s}] --creating an array Y with dimension rxwxs, where r, wands should have 
been assigned with specific values. 
Y[g, h, i] -- Y ghi• square brackets and commas are necessary here to specify indices of array Y, 
where g, h and i are fixed values. 
Y[g_, h_, i_J -- also indicating Y ghi• but the underscore following index g, h, or allows the 
index to take on any number assigned to them, i.e., g_, h_ and i_ are variables. 
d(g_, h_] d(g_, h_] -> D -- the arrow sign "->" denotes constraint, so this command constrains 
the product d;h to the value D; note that the space between the two d(g_, h_]'s indicates a 
multiplication. 
8 
Sum (Y[g, h, i], { i, 1, s}) -- summing Y ghi over index i with the range from 1 to s, i.e., 2:: Y hi . 
i=l g 
·2 -- the notation ,..., denotes exponent, so ·2 indicates a power of 2. 
Expand[A] f. res -- the notation "f." denotes restrictions, so this command expanding the 
expression of A under the restriction res. 
If a command is longer than one line, one can split it into several lines, but the end of each line, 
except the last line, must end with an operator such as +, -, /, period (which also signifies 
multiplication) or a comma. 
In this example the restriction, res, is used for the independence of effects and expected value of 
squares of effects. The expected value of the following error (A) sum of squares is obtained by the 
MATHEMATICA program given in Table 1: 
" " y2 I " y2 I " v.t Y.~. = LJ LJ gh . s - LJ 9 .. ws - LJ rs + rws · 
g h g h 
(2.2) 
Under the specified restriction, the expected value of the error A sum of squares is 
(2.3) 
• 
• 
• 
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3. INCOMPLETE BLOCK EXPERIMENT DESIGN 
It. is desired to obtain the expected value of blocks ( el:minating treatment effects) mean square 
under the linear model 
(3.1) 
where J.L is a general mean effect, p9 is the effect of replicate g= l,···,r, {39 h is the effect of block h in 
replicate g, h = 1, · · ·, k, r; is the effect of treatment i = 1, · · ·, v, f3gh is liD with zero mean and variance 
u~, and fghi is liD with zero mean and variance u~. 
In solving for the effects, we use the constraints: 
r b _ v 
L: Pg = L: f3gh = L: T; = 0. 
g=l h=l i=l 
(3.2) 
Also, since the {3 gh and r; are orthogonal to replicates and the overall mean, we use Y~hi- y g·· = Y ghi 
as our observations in order to have a simpler form of the normal equations. Note that this procedure 
is not usable whe~ treatment and block effects are not orthogonal (e.g., missing observations) to mean 
and replicate effects . 
• The normal equations for blocks and treatments are: 
[ 
klrb 
N~xrb 
(3.3) 
where Ix is the identity matrix of order x, N = {nghi} is the block by treatment design matrix with rb 
rows and v columns, and N = NP in Table 2 and NT in Table 3. !3rb x 1 is a column vector of p gh 
(block effects), r is a column vector of r; (treatment effects), B is a column vector of B9 h (block totals 
for the Y ghi = Y~hi- y 9 .. values), and T is a column vector of treatment totals for the Y ghi values. 
The matrix equation for blocks eliminating treatment effects is 
( klrb- N N'/r ).8 = B- N T/r . (3.4) 
Using the constraint in (3.2) for blocks, solutions for ,8 mc.y be found. There are many ways of 
effecting a solution for (3.4) using (3.3). One method is to adc JO/r to (klrb-N N'/r), where 
ok x k hxk hxk l 
• JO = 
Jk X k Okx k hxk (3.5) 
Jk X k Jk X k ok x k J 
where Ok x k is a matrix of zeros and Jk x k is a matrix of ones. Then the solution i~ obtained as 
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(3.6) 
• Note that 
(3.7) 
A k A 
is a form of the variance-covariance matrix for p. Using JO invokes the constraints E k = 1 (3 gh = 0 for 
each g. The form of N N'/r-JO/r will be diagonal for v = k2• 
The MATHEMATICA program in Table 2 may be used to evaluate the expected value of the 
block (eliminating treatment effects) sum of squares, 
P'[B-N T/r]. (3.8) 
3.1. v = k2 Treatments, r Replicates, rk Blocks 
The sum of squares for blocks (eliminating treatment effects) is SSB: 
SSB = P'[B-N T/r] = [B- N T/r]' M[B- N T/r]. (3.9) 
The mean square is SSB/r(k-1) where r(k-1) is the number of degrees of freedom associated with 
SSB. If Var is diagonal, then one may simply obtain the expectation of the term 
(3.10) • 
Multiply this value by the trace of Var, and divide by degrees of freedom to obtain the expected value 
of SSB/r(k-1) which is 
(3.11) 
When M is of the diagonal form, the expectation may be programmed easily in GAUSS. 
The coefficient of u~ in the expected value of (3.9) is k(k-1)(1-1/r)2 for each gh. There are rk 
such terms, the diagonal element of M is r/k(r-1), and there are r(k-1) degrees of freedom. 
Therefore, the coefficient for u~ in the expected value of SSB/r(k-1) is 
(3.12) 
The result in (3.11) and (3.12) agrees with that given in Kempthorne (19.52) and Federer (1955). 
For the simple or double lattice this is k/2, for the triple lattice it is 2k/3, and for the balanced lattice, 
it is k2/k + 1 ). 
• 
• 
• 
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MATHEMATICA may be used to obtain the expected value of (3.9) for specific values of v, k, 
and r. To illustrate the procedures, we used v = 4, k = 2, and r = 3 for the program in Table 2. Some 
new notations and functions from MATHEMATICA were used: 
B={bll, b12, b21, b22, b31, b32} - assigning a vector with specified elements bll, ... ,b32 to B. 
NB={ {1,1,0,0}, {0,0,1,1}, {1,0,1,0}, {0,1,0,1}, {1,0,0,1}, {0,1,1,0}} - assigning a matrix with 
specified elements to NB, where each set of inner braces encloses a row of the matrix. 
IdentityMatrix[v] -- creating an identity matrix of order v. 
Table[l, {i,l,v}, {j,1,v}]-- creating a two-way table (matrix) with v rows and v columns, and all 
elements are set to 1. 
Inverse[X] -- obtaining the inverse of matrix X. 
Transpose[X] -- obtaining the transposed matrix of X. 
Note that the matrix Jrk could also be created as a Kronecker product of the two matrices Ir (identity 
matrix of order r) and J k (k x k matrix of ones) with the function Outer[Times, Ir, J k]. In this 
example res is the set of rules to follow, e.g., all cross-products of effects are zero and all squares have 
positive values, say E and R here. The expected value of (3.9) is r(k-l)(u~+k(r-1)u~/r) = 
3(E + 4R/3) as given in Table 2. 
3.2. v = kb, r Replicates, b Incomplete Blocks of Size k, k < b 
When k $ b, the procedure using the trace described in the previous section does not work since 
adding JO does not produce a diagonal form of the variance-covariance matrix, i.e., 
N N'/r- JO/r 
produces a matrix of the form 
klb Mb X b 
Ml, X b klb 
L/, X b PI, X b 
(3.13) 
• where the off-diagonal sub-matrices have a minus one in (b- k) transversals of the b x b sub-matrix. 
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This means that the expected value of cross-products will be non-zero. This does not allow one to use 
the trace procedure of the previous section. Instead, it is necessary to obtain the expected value of 
[B-N T/r]'M [B-N T/r], (3.14) 
where M is a form of the variance-covariance matrix divided by G';, depending upon how the 
restrictions JO were applied. However, the MATHEMATICA program for evaluating the expected 
value of the sum of squares in (3.14) is much the same as in Table 2 and is presented in Table 3 using 
v = 6, k = 2, b = 3, and r = 3. The main difference from Table 2 is how the program was written. 
The expected value of (3.14) is 
(3.15) 
i.e., the coefficient of &-~ = R in the mean squares is 8/6 = 4/3 and the coefficient of a-; = E is one as it 
must be. 
4. INCOMPLETE BLOCK OR LATTICE SQUARE EXPERIMENT DESIGNS 
WITH DIFFERENTIAL TRENDS IN BLOCKS 
If gradients or trends within incomplete blocks or within the rows (columns) of a lattice square 
experiment design and if the gradients vary randomly from block to block, an efficient method of 
statistical analysis is to recover the information present in much the same manner as recovery of inter-
block information. A linear model for this situation is 
( 4.1) 
where the Aghi refer to the centered values for position within a block, r gh is a linear regression 
coefficient (note that a set of quadratic coefficients could be added also) for block gh and is distributed 
with zero mean and variance G';, and the other values are defined as for (3.1). The normal equations 
for block, gradient, and treatment effects after eliminating mean and replicate effects are: 
kirk Qrk X rk NBrk X v f3 B 
0 2:: A;hilrk NGrkxv r G (4.2) 
NB' NG' rlv T T 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Ork x rk is a zero matrix since LA hi = 0 for every gh and L A;hi = r, a constant, for every gh . 
i g k 
Since gradients and blocks are orthogonal, the solutions for block, gradient. and treatment effects are: 
(4.3) 
( 4.4) 
and 
x [T-NG' Gjc-NB' B/k] . (4.5) 
The two sums of squares whose expected values are obtained from the program in Table 4 ar~ block 
(eliminating all other effects) and gradients (eliminating all other effects). The block (eliminating 
treatment and gradient effects) sum of squares is 
(4.6) 
and gradient (eliminating treatment and block effects) is 
(4.7) 
The nonorthogonality between blocks and gradients arises because they both are nonorthogonal to 
treatments even though orthogonal to each other in the absence of treatments. However, their joint 
orthogonality allows for the simpler matrix equations (4.3) to (4.7) rather than the more complicated 
ones used in Table 5. 
The sum of squares in ( 4.6) has r(k -1) degrees of freedom, and the one in ( 4. 7) has rk degrees of 
freedom. For v = 9, k = 3, and r = 3, the expected values of these two sums of squares is obtained as 
shown in Table 4. The coefficient of a-; = E is r(k -1) = 6 for ( 4.5) and rk = 9 for ( 4.6). The coefficient 
of 17~ appears to have a difficult analytic solution, while that for a-; = G R appears to be 
(k(r-1)-1 )c/rk = 10/9. (4.8) 
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The programming to obtain the expected values for the various sums of squares is somewhat 
more complex than that in Tables 2 and 3. The format is somewhat different but the ideas are similar. 
Restrictions for ( 4.6), i.e., rbd, are different than those, rgs, for ( 4. 7) since cross-products and squares 
will differ. 
5. LATTICE SQUARE OR LATTICE RECTANGLE EXPERIMENT DESIGNS 
A linear response model for the designs of this class is 
(5.1) 
where J.L is a general mean effect, p 9 is the gth replicate effect, f3gh is the hth row random effect in the 
gth replicate, 1 is the ith column random effect in the gth replicate, T j is the effect of treatment j, and 
~ghij is a random error effect. To recover row and column information, expected \·alues of row 
(eliminating treatment and column effects) and of column (eliminating treatment and row effects) are 
needed. Although these are available for lattice square experiment designs, those for resolvable lattice 
rectangle designs may be unknown. 
The normal equations after eliminating mean and replicate effects are : 
RCrk X rk RTrk X v fJ R 
RC' I u (5.2) 
RT' CT' T T 
where RC is the row by column incidence matrix and has the Kronecker product of Ir and J k x k form, 
RT is the row by treatment incidence matrix, CT is the column by treatment incidence matrix, R, U, 
and T are the column vectors of totals for rows, columns, and treatments, respectively (U was used 
instead of C because MATHEMATICA had it "protected"). Using the usual restraints. solutions for 
the various effects are: 
(CT-J)/k )-1 (RC') l-r 
+ JO/r 
rlv RT' CT' 
• 
• 
• 
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• xr R-(Z RT) ( (Gr,::)/k r (: )J (5.3) kirk cr 
and 
r ( k~ • (RT-J)~ r (DC) . r 
.y = kirk- (Z CT) RT' + JO/r 
rlv CT' 
(RT,~)/T (: )J (5.4) r ( kl,. X U-(Z CT) RT' 
where Z is a matrix of zeros. The row (eliminating treatment and column effects) sum of squares is 
fr l R-(Z RT) ( kirk cr-,:~·" )(: )J (5.5) CT' 
• The column (eliminating treatment and row effects) sum of squares is 
• 
[ ( kirk RT-Jrkxv)(R)~ i'' U -(Z RT) . 
RT' riv T 
The expected value for the mean square from (5.5) is 
u~ + k(r-2)u~/(r-1) = i(3err+3rvc) =err+ rvc 
from Table 5. The expected value of the sum of squares in (5.6) is 
r(k-1)(u~ + k(r-2)u;,/(r-1) = 3(err+col), 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
as given in Table 5. The program is easily adjusted for resolvable r-row by c-column designs. The 
expected values above agree with those in Kempthorne (1952) and Federer (1955). 
Table .5 displays the program for the example with v=4, k=2 and r=3. The symbols "( *" and 
"*)" enclose note in MATHEMATICA, which will not be executed. Other new commands are: 
Join[r1, r2] -- concatenating r1 and r2, which can be scalars, vectors, matrices or arrays of higher 
dimension. 
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Module[{rl, r2}, expression] -- defining r1 and r2 as local variables that are valid only within the 
specifed expression, e.g., calculations, functions. Outside the expression, r1 and r2 do not have 
any specified values. 
concatenate2[Z_, CT_) :=- the notation ":=" indicating a user-specified function to be defined, 
which was named as "concatenate2" here. The definition of the function is given after ":=", 
which can consist of operations, other build-in or user-specified functions. The square brackets 
enclose the arguments to the function. The names of the arguments are arbitrary, but the 
following underscore is necessary. Once the function is defined, any 2 arguments (underscores are 
not needed) with names other than Z and CT will be performed exactly the same way. 
% -- this symbol representing the output or result from the previous command, not percentage. 
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(*TABLE 1. Mathematica program for evaluating the expected value 
of the error (a) sum of squares for a split plot experiment 
design with w whole plots in a RCBD of r replicates and 
s split plots.*) 
ln[32]:= 
r = 2; w = 3; s = 4;Array[Y,{r,w,s}]; 
Y[g_,h_,i_] = m+x[g]+t[h]+d[g,h]+v[i]+tv[h,i]+e[g,h,i]; 
res ={d[g_,h_] d[g_,h_]->D,d[g_,h_] d[i_,j_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] e[g_,h_,i_]->E,e[g_,h_,i_] e[g_,j_,l_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] d[g_,h_]->O,e[g_,h_,i_] d[j_,l_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] e[j_,h_,i_]->0, e[g_,h_,i_] e[j_,l_,k_]->0 }; 
(*Error A sum of squares is A.*} 
A= Sum[Sum[Y[g,h,i],{i,l,s}]A2/s,{g,l,r},{h,l,w}] -
Sum[Sum[Y[g,h,i],{g,l,r},{i,l,s}]A2/(r s},{h,l,w}] -
Sum[Sum[Y[g,h,i],{h,l,w},{i,l,s}]A2/(w s},{g,l,r}] + 
Sum[Y[g,h,i],{g,l,r},{h,l,w},{i,l,s}]A2/(r w s}; 
Expand[A]/.res 
Out[37]= 
8 D + 2 E 
(*Table 2. Mathematica program for evaluating the expected 
value of blocks eliminating treatment effects sum of squares 
for an IBD with v = 4, k = 2, and r = 3, and the model is 
Y[g,h,i] = m + x[g] + d[g,h] +t[i] + e[g,h,i].*) 
ln[63]:= 
v = 4; r = 3; k = 2; S = Sum[t[i] 1 {i 11 1v}]; 
S1 = Sum[d[11h]l{hl11k}]; S2 = Sum[d[2 1h] 1 {h11 1k}]; 
S3 = Sum[d[31h]l{hl11k}];SBT = Sl + S2 + S3; 
x11 = e[1 11 11] + e[11112]; x12 = e[1 12,3] + e[1 12 14]; 
x21 = e[2 1 1 11] + e[211,3]; x22 = e[2 12,2] + e[2 1 2 1 4]; 
x31 = e [ 3 1 11 1] + e [ 3 , 11 4 ] ; x3 2 = e [ 3 1 2 , 2 ] + e [ 3 1 2 I 3 ] ; 
x1s = x11 + x12; x2s = x21 + x22; x3s = x31 + x32; 
xs = x1s + x2s + x3s; 
b11 = k d[1,1] + t [1] + t[2] + :x:11 - Sl - x1s/k; 
b12 = k d[1,2] + t[3] + t[4] + :x:12 - S1 - x1s/k; 
b21 = k d[2,1] + t[1] + t[3] + :x:21 - 82 - x2s/k; 
b22 = k d[2,2] + t[2] + t[4] + :x:22 - 82 - x2s/k; 
b31 = k d[3,1] + t [1] + t[4] + :x:31 - 83 - x3s/k; 
b32 = k d[312] + t[2] + t[3] + :x:32 - 83 - x3s/k; 
t1 = r t[1] + d[111] + d[2,1] + d[3,1] + e[1,1,1] 
e[3,1,1] - xs/v - 8BT/k; 
t2 = r t[2] + d[111] + d[2,2] + d[3,2] + e[1,1,2] 
e[3,2,2] - xs/v - SBT/k; 
t3 = r t[3] + d[112] + d[2,1] + d[3,2] + e[1,2,3] 
e[3,2,3] 
-
xs/v - 8BT/k; 
t4 = r t[4] + d[1,2] + d[2,2] + d[3,1] + e[1,2,4] 
e[3,1,4] - xs/v - SBT/k; 
B = {{b11} 1 {b12} 1 {b21},{b22},{b31},{b32}}; 
T = {{t1} 1 {t2},{t3} 1 {t4}}; 
+ e[2,1,1] 
+ e[2,2,2] 
+ e[2,1,3] 
+ e[2,2,4] 
NB = {{1,1,0,0},{0,011,1},{1,0,1,0},{0,1,0,1},{1,0,0,1}, 
{0,1,110}}; 
Iv = IdentityMatrix[v]; Irk= IdentityMatrix[6]; 
Jv = Table[l,{i,l,v},{j,l,v}]; 
BN = Transpose[NB]; 
Ir = IdentityMatrix[r]; Jk = Table[1,{i,1,k},{j,1,k}); 
J = {{1,1,0,0,0,0},{1,1,0,0,0,0},{0,0,1,1,0,0}, 
{0,0,1,1,0,0},{0,0,0,0,1,1},{0,0,0,0,1,1}}; 
Jrk = Table[1,{i,1,6},{j,1,6}] - J; 
A= Inverse[k Irk- NB.BN/r + Jrk/r]; 
BeT= A.(B- NB.T/r); 
res ={e[g_,h_,i_] e[g_,h_,i_]->E,e[g_,h_,i_) e[j_,k_,l_)->0, 
d[g_,h_] d[g_,h_)->R,d[g_,h_) d[j_,k)->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] d[g_,h_]->0, e[g_,h_,i_] d[j_,k_]->0}; 
BssT = Expand[Transpose[BeT].(B- NB.T/r)]/.res 
Out[93]= 
{{3 E + 4 R}} 
• 
+ 
+ 
+ • 
+ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
ln[75]:= 
(*TABLE 3. Mathematica program for evaluating the expected 
value of the blocks eliminating treatment effects sum of 
squares for an IBD with v = kb treatments in b incomplete 
blocks of size kin n replicates.*) 
n = 3; v = 6; k = 2; b = 3; r[g,h] = r[g,h]; 
SB1 = Sum[r[1,h],{h,1,b}]; 
SB2 = Sum[r[2,h],{h,1,b}]; 
SB3 = Sum[r[3,h],{h,1,b}]; s = SB1 + SB2 + SB3; 
x11 = e[l.,l.,l.] + e[l.,l.,4]; x12 = e[1,2,2] + e[1,2,5]; 
xl.3 = e[l.,3,3] + e[1,3,6]; xl.s = x11 + x12 + x13; 
x21 = e[2,1,1] + e[2,1,5]; x22 = e[2,2,2] + e[2,2,6]; 
x23 = e[2,3,3] + e[2,3,4]; x2s = x21 + x22 + x23; 
x31 = e[3,1,1] + e[3,1,6]; x32 = e[3,2,2] + e[3,2,4]; 
x33 = e[3,3,3] + e[3,3,5]; x3s = x31 + x32 + x33; 
xs = x1s + x2s + x3s; 
B11 = k r[1,1] - k SB1/b + x11 - xls/b; 
B12 = k r[1,2] - k SB1/b + xl2 - xls/b; 
B13 = k r[1,3] - k SB1/b + x13 - x1s/b; 
B21 = k r[2,1] - k SB2/b + x21 - x2s/b; 
B22 = k r[2,2] - k SB2/b + x22 - x2s/b; 
B23 = k r[2,3] - k SB2/b + x23 - x2s/b; 
B31 = k r[3,1] - k SB3/b + x31 - x3s/b; 
B32 = k r[3,2] - k SB3/b + x32 - x3s/b; 
B33 = k r[3,3] - k SB3/b + x33 - x3s/b; 
T1=r[1,1]+r[2,1]+r[3,1]-S/b+e[1,1,1]+e[2,l,l]+e[3,1,1]-xs/v; 
T2=r[1,2]+r[2,2]+r[3,2]-S/b+e[l,2,2]+e[2,2,2]+e[3,2,2]-xs/v; 
T3=r[1,3]+r[2,3]+r[3,3]-S/b+e[1,3,3]+e[2,3,3]+e[3,3,3]-xs/v; 
T4=r[1,1]+r[2,3]+r[3,2]-S/b+e[1,1,4]+e[2,3,4]+e[3,2,4]-xs/v; 
T5=r[1,2]+r[2,1]+r[3,3]-S/b+e[l,2,5]+e[2,1,5]+e[3,3,5]-xs/v; 
T6=r[1,3]+r[2,2]+r[3,1]-S/b+e[1,3,6]+e[2,2,6]+e[3,1,6]-xs/v; 
B = {{B11},{B12},{B13},{B21},{B22},{B23},{B31},{B32},{B33}}; 
T = {{T1},{T2},{T3},{T4},{T5},{T6}}; 
NT ={{1,0,0,1,0,0}, 
{0,1,0,0,1,0}, 
{0,0,1,0,0,1}, 
{1,0,0,0,1,0}, 
{0,1,0,0,0,1}, 
{0,0,1,1,0,0}, 
{1,0,0,0,0,1}, 
{0,1,0,1,0,0}, 
{0,0,1,0,1,0}}; 
JO = {{0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1}, 
{0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1}, 
{0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1}, 
{1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1}, 
{1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1}, 
{1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1}, 
Table 3 
{1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0}, 
{1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0}, 
{1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0}}; 
Irb = IdentityMatrix[9]; 
TN= Transpose[NT]; 
BO = Inverse[k Irb - NT.TN/n + JO/n]; 
res = {r[g_,h_] r[g_,h_]->R,r[g_,h_] r[i_,j_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] e[g_,h_,i_]->E,e[g_,h_,i_] e[g_,h_,f_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] e[g_,f_,i_]->O,e[g_,h_,i_] e[f_,h_,i_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] e[c_,d_,f_l->O,e[g_,h_,i_] r[g_,h_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] r[d_,h_]->0, e[g_,h_,i_] r[d_,f_]->0} ; 
Expand[Transpose[B- NT.T/n].BO.(B- NT.T/D)]/.res 
Out[110]= 
{{6 E + 8 R}} 
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Table 4. Mathematica program for evaluating the expectation 
of gradient eliminating treatment and block effects and 
block eliminating treatment and gradient effects sums of 
squares for an IBD with v = 9, k = 3, and r = 4. 
xll = 8um[e[l,l,i],{i,1,3}]; 
xl2 = 8um[e[1,2,i],{i,4,6}]; 
x13 = 8um[e[1,3,i],{i,7,9}]; 
xls = xll + x12 + x13; 
x21 = e[2,1,1] + e[2,1,4] + 
x22 = e[2,2,2] + e[2,2,5] + 
x23 = e[2,3,3] + e[2,3,6] + 
x2s = x21 + x22 + x23; 
x31 = e[3,1,1] + e[3,1,5] + 
x32 = e[3,2,2] + e[3,2,6] + 
x33 = e[3,3,3] + e[3,3,4] + 
x3s = x31 + x32 + x33; 
xs = xls + x2s + x3s; 
8 = 8um[t[i],{i,1,9}]; 
e[2,1,7]; 
e[2,2,8]; 
e[2,3,9]; 
e[3,1,9]; 
e[3,2,7]; 
e[3,3,8]; 
81 = 8um[r[l,h],{h,l,3}];82 =8um[r[2,h],{h,1,3}]; 
83 = 8um[r[3,h],{h,1,3}];8 = 81 + 82 + 83; 
bll = 3 r[l,l]+t[l]+t[2]+t[3] - 81 + xll - xls/3; 
bl2 = 3 r[1,2]+t[4]+t[5]+t[6] - 81 + x12 - xls/3; 
bl3 = 3 r[l,3]+t[7]+t[8]+t[9] - 81 + x13 - xls/3; 
b21 = 3 r[2,1]+t[l]+t[4]+t[7] - 82 + x21 - x2s/3; 
b22 = 3 r[2,2]+t[2]+t[5]+t[8] - 82 + x22 - x2s/3; 
b23 = 3 r[2,3]+t[3]+t[6]+t[9] - 82 + x23 - x2s/3; 
b31 = 3 r[3,l]+t[1]+t[5]+t[9] - 83 + x31 - x3s/3; 
b32 = 3 r[3,2]+t[2]+t[6]+t[7] - 83 + x32 - x3s/3; 
b33 = 3 r[3,3]+t[3]+t[4]+t[8] - 83 + x33 - x3s/3; 
tl = 3 t[l]+r[l,l]+r[2,1]+r[3,1]+e[l,l,l]+e[2,1,1]+e[3,1,1]-
g[l,l]-g[2,1]-g[3,1]-8um[r[g,h],{g,l,3},{h,l,3}]/3- xs/9; 
t2 = 3 t[2]+r[1,1]+r[2,2]+r[3,2]+e[l,l,2]+e[2,2,2]+e[3,2,2]-
g[2,2] - 8um[r[g,h],{g,1,3},{h,1,3}]/3- xs/9; 
t3 = 3 t[3]+r[1,1]+r[2,3]+r[3,3]+e[l,1,3]+e[2,3,3]+e[3,3,3]+ 
g[l,l] - g[2,3] + g[3,3] -8um[r[g,h],{g,1,3},{h,1,3}]/3-xs/9; 
t4 = 3 t[4]+r[1,2]+r[2,1]+r[3,3]+e[1,2,4]+e[2,1,4]+e[3,3,4]-
g[1,2] - 8um[r[g,h],{g,1,3},{h,1,3}]/3- xs/9; 
t5 = 3 t[5]+r[1,2]+r[2,2]+r[3,1]+e[l,2,5]+e[2,2,5]+e[3,1,5]+ 
g[3,1] - 8um[r[g,h],{g,1,3},{h,1,3}]/3- xs/9; 
t6 = 3 t[6]+r[1,2]+r[2,3]+r[3,2]+e[l,2,6]+e[2,3,6]+e[3,2,6]+ 
g[1,2] - g[3,2] - 8urn[r[g,h],{g,1,3},{h,1,3}]/3 - xs/9; 
t7 = 3 t[7]+r[1,3]+r[2,l]+r[3,2]+e[1,3,7]+e[2,1,7]+e[3,2,7]-
g[l,3] + g[2,1] + g[3,2] -8um[r[g,h],{g,1,3},{h,1,3}]/3-xs/9; 
t8 = 3 t[B]+r[1,3]+r[2,2]+r[3,3]+e[1,3,8]+e[2,2,8]+e[3,3,8]+ 
g[2,2] - g[3,3] - 8um[r[g,h],{g,1,3},{h,1,3}]/3 - xs/9; 
t9 = 3 t[9]+r[1,3]+r[2,3]+r[3,1]+e[1,3,9]+e[2,3,9]+e[3,1,9]+ 
g[1,3] + g[2,3] - 8urn[r[g,h],{g,1,3},{h,1,3}]/3- xs/9; 
B = {{bll},{b12},{bl3},{b2l},{b22},{b23},{b3l},{b32},{b33}}; 
grad933 2 
T = {{t1},{t2},{t3},{t4},{t5},{t6},{t7},{t8},{t9}}; • 
BT = {{b11},{b12},{b13},{b21},{b22},{b23},{b31},{b32},{b33}, 
{t1}, {t2}, {t3}, {t4}, {t5}, {t6}, {t7}, {t8}, {t9}}; 
g11 = 2 g[1,1] - t[1] + t[3] - e[1,1,1] + e[1,1,3]; 
g12 = 2 g[1,2] - t[4] + t[6] - e[1,2,4] + e[1,2,6]; 
g13 = 2 g[1,3] - t[7] + t[9] - e[1,3,7] + e[1,3,9]; 
g21 = 2 g[2,1] - t[1] + t(7] - e[2,1,1] + e[2,1,7]; 
g22 = 2 g[2,2] - t[2] + t[8] - e[2,2,2] + e[2,2,8]; 
g23 = 2 g[2,3] - t[3] + t[9] - e[2,3,3] + e[2,3,9]; 
g31 = 2 g[3,1] - t[1] + t[S] - e[3,1,1] + e[3,1,5]; 
g32 = 2 g[3,2] - t[6] + t[7] - e[3,2,6] + e[3,2,7]; 
g33 = 2 g[3,3] + t[3] - t[8] + e[3,3,3] - e[3,3,8]; 
G = {{g11},{g12},{g13},{g21},{g22},{g23},{g31},{g32},{g33}}; 
JO = 
{{0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1},{0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1},{0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1}, 
{1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1},{1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1},{1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1}, 
{1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0},{1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0},{1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0}}; 
NB = {{1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0}, 
{0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0}, 
{0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1}, 
{1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0}, 
{0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0}, 
{0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1}, 
{1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1}, 
{0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0}, 
{0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0}}; 
NG = {{-1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, 
{ 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0}, 
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 1}, 
{-1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0}, 
{ 0,-1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0}, 
{ 0, 0,-1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1}, 
{-1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0}, 
{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 1, 0, 0}, 
{ 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0}}; 
I9 = IdentityMatrix[9]; J1 = Table[1,{i,1,9},{j,1,9}]; 
BN = Transpose[NB]; GN = Transpose[NG]; 
AOB = Inverse[3 I9 - GN.NG/2 ]; 
A= Inverse[3 I9- BN.NB/3 + Jl/3]; 
BOB= Inverse[3 I9- NB.AOB.BN + J0/3]; 
BOG= Inverse[2 I9 - NG.A.GN]; 
RHG = G- NG.A.(T- BN.B/3); 
RHB = B- NB.AOB.(T- GN.G/2); 
Expand[T- GN.G/2]; 
Expand[T- BN.B/3]; 
GTe = BOG.RHG; 
BTe = BOB.RHB; 
rgs = {g[f_,h_] g[f_,h_]->GR, g[f_,h_] g[i_,j_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] e[g_,h_,i_]->E, e[g_,h_,i_] e[g_,h_,f_]->0, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
grad933 
e[g_,f_,d_] e[g_,h_,i_]->O,e[g_,h_,i_] e[f_,h_,i_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] e[d_,h_,i_]->O,e[g_,h_,i_] e[c_,d_,f_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] g[g_,h_]->O,e[g_,h_,i_] g[f_,d_]->0}; 
rbs = {r[g_,h_] r[g_,h_]->BL, r[g_,h_] r[i_,j_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] e[g_,h_,i_]->E, e[g_,h_,i_] e[g_,h_,f_]->0, 
e[g_,f_,d_] e[g_,h_,i_]->O,e[g_,h_,i_] e[f_,h_,i_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] e[d_,h_,i_]->O,e[g_,h_,i_] e[c_,d_,f_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_] r[g_,h_]->O,e[g_,h_,i_] r[f_,d_]->0}; 
Expand[Transpose[GTe].RHG]/.rgs 
Expand[Transpose[BTe].RHB]/.rbs 
Out[319]= 
{ { 9 E + 10 GR}} 
Out{320]= 
{{2707 BL + 6 E}} 
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Table 5. Mathematica program for obtaining the expected values • 
of the row eliminating treatment and column effects and of the 
column eliminating row and treatment effects for a lattice 
square design with v = 4, k = 2, and r = 3. The linear model 
used is 
Y[g,h,i,j] = m + b[g] + d[g,h] + c[g,i] + t[j] + e[g,h,i,j]*.) 
ln[74]:= 
v = 4; k = 2; r = 3; 
xrll = e[l,l,l,l] + e[l,l,2,2];xrl2 = e[1,2,1,3] + e[1,2,2,4]; 
xr21 = e[2,1,1,1] + e[2,1,2,3];xr22 = e[2,2,1,4] + e[2,2,2,2]; 
xr31 = e[3,1,1,1] + e[3,1,2,4];xr32 = e[3,2,1,2] + e[3,2,2,3]; 
well= e[l,l,l,l] + e[1,2,1,3];wcl2 = e[l,l,2,2] + e[1,2,2,4]; 
wc21 = e[2,1,1,1] + e[2,2,1,4];wc22 = e[2,1,2,3] + e[2,2,2,2]; 
wc31 = e[3,1,1,1] + e[3,2,1,2];wc32 = e[3,1,2,4] + e[3,2,2,3]; 
xrsl = xrll + xr12; xrs2 = xr21 + xr22; xrs3 = xr31 + xr32; 
wcsl = well + wcl2; wcs2 = wc21 + wc22; wcs3 = wc31 + wc32; 
xrs = xrsl + xrs2 + xrs3; wcs = wcsl + wcs2 + wcs3; 
St = Sum[t[j],{j,l,v}]; Srl = Surn[d[l,h],{h,l,k}]; 
Sr2 = Sum[d[2,h],{h,l,k}]; Sr3 = Sum[d[3,h],{h,l,k}]; 
Scl = Sum[c[l,i],{i,l,k}]; Sc2 = Surn[c[2,i],{i,l,k}]; 
Sc3 = Sum[c[3,i],{i,l,k}]; 
Srs = Srl + Sr2 + Sr3; Scs = Scl + Sc2 + Sc3; 
all = k d[l,l] + t [1] + t [2] + xrll - Srl - xrsl/k - St/k; 
al2 = k d[l,2] + t[3] + t [4] + xrl2 - Srl - xrsl/k - St/k; 
a21 = k d[2,1] + t [1] + t[3] + xr21 - Sr2 - xrs2/k - St/k; 
a22 = k d[2,2] + t[4] + t[2] + xr22 - Sr2 - xrs2/k - St/k; 
a31 = k d[3,1] + t [1] + t[4] + xr31 - Sr3 - xrs3/k - St/k; 
a32 = k d[3,2] + t[2] + t[3] + xr32 - Sr3 - xrs3/k - St/k; 
bll = k c[l,l] + t[l] + t[3] + well - Scl - wcsl/k - St/k; 
bl2 = k c[l,2] + t[2] + t[4] + wcl2 - Scl - wcsl/k - St/k; 
b21 = k c[2,1] + t [1] + t [4] + wc21 - Sc2 - wcs2/k - St/k; 
b22 = k c[2,2] + t[3] + t [2] + wc22 - Sc2 - wcs2/k - St/k; 
b31 = k c[3,1] + t[l] + t [2] + wc31 - Sc3 - wcs3/k - St/k; 
b32 = k c[3,2] + t[4] + t[3] + wc32 - Sc3 - wcs3/k - St/k; 
tl = r t[l]+d[l,l]+c[l,l]+d[2,l]+c[2,1]+d[3,l]+c[3,1]-r St/v + 
e[l,l,l,l]+e[2,l,l,l]+e[3,1,1,1] - xrs/v - Srs/k - Scs/k; 
t2 = r t[2]+d[l,l]+c[l,2]+d[2,2]+c[2,2]+d[3,2]+c[3,1]-r St/v + 
e[l,l,2,2]+e[2,2,2,2]+e[3,2,1,2] - xrs/v - Srs/k - Scs/k; 
t3 = r t[3]+d[l,2]+c[l,l]+d[2,1]+c[2,2]+d[3,2]+c[3,2]-r St/v + 
e[1,2,1,3]+e[2,1,2,3]+e[3,2,2,3] - xrs/v - Srs/k - Scs/k; 
t4 = r t[4]+d[1,2]+c[1,2]+d[2,2]+c[2,1]+d[3,1]+c[3,2]-r St/v + 
e[1,2,2,4]+e[2,2,1,4]+e[3,1,2,4] - xrs/v - Srs/k - Scs/k; 
R = {{all},{al2},{a2l},{a22},{a31},{a32}}; 
u = {{bll},{bl2},{b21},{b22},{b31},{b32}}; 
T = {{tl},{t2},{t3},{t4}}; 
Ir = IdentityMatrix[r]; 
• 
• 
Table 5. 
• 
• 
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Iv = IdentityMatrix[v]; 
Irk= IdentityMatrix[r k]; 
Jk = Table[l1{ill12} 1 {j 1l 12}]; 
Jrk = Table[l 1{i 11 1r k} 1 {j 11 1r k}]; 
Jv = Table[l1 {ii11V} 1 {j 1l 1V}]; 
Jcv = Table[l,{i,11r k},{j,l,v}]; 
(* RC = Outer[Times,Ir,Jk] is the Kronecker product of two 
matrices but it doesn't seem to work here so it will be 
written as RC minus the restrictions or the following Z:*} 
Z = Table[O,{i,1,6},{j,1,6}]; 
RT = {{1,1,0,0},{0,0,1,1},{1,0,1,0},{0 11 10,1} 1{1,0 10,1}, 
{0,1,1,0}}; 
CT = {{1,0,1,0},{0,1,0,1},{1,0,0,1},{0 11,1,0} 1{1,11010} 1 
{0,0,1,1}}; 
TR = Transpose[RT]; TC = Transpose[CT]; 
rn = k Irk; n = r Iv; 
o = CT - Jcv; s = RT - Jcv; 
concatanate[Z_ICT_]:= 
Module [ {rl} 1 
rl =Transpose[ Join[Transpose[Z]I Transpose[CT]]]; 
Join[r1] 
concatanate[Z,CT]; 
MC1 = %; 
concatanate[Z_,RT_]:= 
Module [ {r1} 1 
rl =Transpose[ Join[Transpose[Z], Transpose[RT]]]; 
Join[r1] 
] 
concatanate[Z,RT]; 
MR2 = %; 
MC3 = {{bll} 1 {b12} 1 {b21} 1{b22} 1 {b31} 1 {b32} 1 
{tl}l{t2}1{t3},{t4}}; 
MR4 = Transpose[{a111a121a2lla221a3lla321t11t2 1t3 1t4}]; 
concatanate[m_,o_ITC_,n_]:= 
] 
Module [ {r1 1 r2} 1 
r1 =Transpose[ Join[Transpose[m] 1 Transpose[o]]]; 
r2 =Transpose[ Join[Transpose[TC], Transpose[n]]]; 
Join[r11r2] 
concatanate[mloiTC,n]; 
MCS = %; 
concatanate[m_ls_ITR_In_]:= 
Module [ {rl, r2} I 
rl =Transpose[ Join[Transpose[m], Transpose[s]]]; 
r2 =Transpose[ Join[Transpose[TR]I Transpose[n]]]; 
Join[rl 1r2] 
] 
concatanate[m1s1TR1n]; 
2 
Table 5. 
MR6 = %; 
MC7 = Inverse[k Irk- MC1.Inverse[MR6].Transpose[MC1] + 
Jrk/r]; 
MRS= Inverse[k Irk- MR2.Inverse[MC5].Transpose[MR2] + 
Jrk/r]; 
MC9 = U- MC1.Inverse[MR6].MR4; 
MRO = R- MR2.Inverse[MCS].MC3; 
resl = {c[g_,i_] c[g_,i_]->col, c[g_,i_] c[f_,l_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_,j_] e[g_,h_,i_,j_]->err, 
e[g_,h_,i_,j_] c[g_,i_]->0, e[g_,h_,i_,j_] c[f_,l_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_,j_] e[w_,x_,y_,z_]->0}; 
Expand[Transpose[MC7.MC9].MC9]; 
%/.resl 
res2 = {d[g_,h_] d[g_,h_]->rvc, d[g_,h_] d[f_,l_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_,j_] e[g_,h_,i_,j_]->err, 
e[g_,h_,i_,j_] d[g_,h_,]->O,e[g_h_,i_,j_] d[f_,l_]->0, 
e[g_,h_,i_,j_] e[w_,x_,y_,z_]->O,c[g_,i_] d[g_,h_]->0, 
c[g_,i_] d[f_,h_]->O,d[g_,h_] e[g_,h_,i_,j_]->0, 
d[g_,h_] e[f_,l_, i_,j_]->0}; 
Expand[Transpose[MRS.MRO].MRO]; 
%/.res2 
Out[142]= 
{{3 col + 3 err}} 
Out[145]= 
{{3 err + 3 rvc}} 
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